Withdrawal of Team Seychelles from Mixed Team Event

Summary:
Player Withdrawal

Details:
The Regulations for the Mixed Team Event for GC2018 require a team consisting of a minimum two men and two women athlete. We have been informed by the Seychelles team that they now only have one woman athlete due to unforeseen circumstances. They have, however requested to be allowed to participate in the team championships.

After due consideration of the regulations, the Seychelles team does not meet the requirements of the Competition and as such have been disqualified. Considering the request made by the Seychelles team, it has been decided to allow the Seychelles team to participate in the Team ties scheduled, keeping the larger perspective of the intent and spirit of the Games. However, their results will not be counted for any group ranking purposes. These will only be goodwill matches.

Opposing teams are not obligated to not play in these ties, however, in the spirit of the Games, it would be appreciated if they could be played.

The player withdrawn is AH WAN Juliette (SEY).

Issued by: Gretha Prinsloo (Referee)
Time: 14:50
Date: 5 APR 2018

This decision affects: Results X  Schedule X  Other 
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